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MR/LMS 6’6”+6’6” Tender chassis
About this kit
This kit is designed to provide an accurate chassis for Midland and LMS 6’6”+6’6” wheelbase
tenders and is available for S7 as well as ‘normal’ 32mm gauge. It is suitable (with parts
variations) for Johnson type tenders as fitted to class 1 & 2 4-4-0’s and class 1 to 3 0-6-0’s
through to Johnson/Fowler tenders as fitted to early LMS standard classes – such as 4F’s,
2P’s and Crabs
This kit provides several options to suit most variations of these tenders i.e. Johnson
2950/3250/3500, Deeley and Fowler 3500 gallon types (smaller capacity Johnson tenders
had frames that were 2” shorter at the rear). The following paragraphs give a general guide
to these variations, but as always photographs should be consulted to the specific parts
applicable to your model. A good source of information is the Wild Swan LMS Locomotive
profiles and Midland Engine series produced in association with the NRM
General notes
The parts list gives fret numbers for each component, items are identified on the fret by these
numbers and cast parts are bagged according to the assembly section they apply to
Etched lines are on the inside of bends except in the case of parts folded back on
themselves, where the instructions will state this.
Form any rivet detail on parts before folding/shaping, some parts have rivets on BOTH sides,
so check carefully
I cannot over-emphasise the importance of keeping the assembly square and true during
construction. You won’t be able to twist it back to shape afterwards.
Please take great care to avoid injury caused by sharp edges on the brass fret, particularly
where components have been removed.
Cut parts from frets with sharp craft knife of similar and file cusp off all parts before assembly.
Our website has more info and a basic guide to kit building:
http://www.ragstonemodels.co.uk/loco-kits.html
Fixing points – Two pairs of fixing points are provided, the standard ones at the outer ends of
the well tank which suit our tender tank kits (plus some other manufacturers) and a central
pair. If you use the central pair, appropriate holes need to be drilled in the tank sump to
access the screws
Drawbar – a drawbar is not provided due to the multitude of possible lengths, holes in the
front dragbox (in the correct position) allow the use of an 8ba screw/nut to attach the tender
to an appropriate drawbar mad from waste etch. If you are using one of our chassis/frame
spacer kits, the correct drawbar for that class is supplied with them
Castings – the basic chassis kit is not supplied with castings etc. as it is intended to be used
as a supplement to an existing kit, therefore the required parts should be to hand. However
the castings listed are available separately if required. When the chassis kit is supplied with
one of our tender tanks as a complete tender kit, they are included.
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Variations
Note: check photos for applicable variations for your loco, as this is only a general guide
Dragboxes - two types are provided, generally use the Johnson with long frame slots or
Fowlers with short frame slots. It’s possible that some of the early short frame slot frames still
used the older design of dragbox
Front bufferbeam – usually the curved end type, except the short frame slot 3500gal Johnson
style tenders attached to 4Fs and later, LMS ‘old standard’ with coal door, which used the
square ended version. Its possible some new frames constructed earlier had this feature
Bufferbeam riveting – originally all flush riveted, later fully riveted, again check photos as
riveting seems to appear on frames built after 1918, disappear in the early 20’ and reappear
later, plus older tenders receiving snaphead rivets from the late 30’s onwards
Cross stays – Long frame slot tenders had the bar type (see photo 1 below) and short slot
had the plate type.
Angle rivet strip – A general guide appears to be flush riveted on long frame slot frames and
snap head riveted on short frame slot ones, however this is not conclusive and repairs to
flush riveted one could produce short lengths of snap head rivets

Photo 1 - Tender 3826, long slot chassis (Neilsons/1881), with later style axleboxes and
showing flush rivet strip at top. Note brake pin locking clips, fitted from gradually from 1943,
but taking many years to complete.
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Photo 2 – Tender 3826, LMS 1926 built ‘old standard’ 3500gal. tank, with later type Turton
Platt buffers and minimal riveting on bufferbeam
Brake blocks – Three types are provided:
10a – early Midland, 10b later MR/LMS & BR and 10c later LMS/BR. As can be seen from
photo 1 type b lasted until the end of steam so use this if unsure
Right (RHD) and Left (LHD) hand drive - All Johnson tenders were designed for RHD locos
so had the handbrake control on the left hand side (looking forward), with the scoop control
(if fitted) on the right hand side. Early Fowler type tenders followed this pattern until 19xx
when a variant for LHD locos was introduced and the positions reversed.
Suspension systems
The CSB system is designed to give a constant ride height whilst allowing the wheel sets to
move vertically to take up track irregularities. For a total weight of 350g, 0.5mm steel wire
should give the correct ride height, but this can be adjusted by increasing/decreasing the wire
diameter or by adding extra weight if required
Other options are also provided for:


Fitting springs to the plain hornblocks



Using plastic hornblocks to allow for split axle current collection are also provided for.
The frames are marked for the required cut outs and with a ● for drilling if screw fixing
is required. The axle centre line is marked each side of the hornguide with a ▬ to
assist with obtaining the correct ride height
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Photo 3 - CSB wires in place (from above)
Assembly
Model frames and well tank
1. Cut out the well tank side (1), spacers (2&3) and hornblock guides (4). Fold and fit
hornblock guide to well tank sides, they should locate neatly in the half etch rebate. Use
the square brass bearing to form and check location of the guide. Adjust/dress edges to
ensure smooth operation. Keep plates (5) are provided but not necessary as the CSB
keeps the wheels in the chassis
2. Fit CSB guides (6) to brass bearings so that when folded, the small tab at top points away
from the main bearing (don’t fold yet). The CSB guides may need a small joggle formed
so that they clear the hornguide and slide smoothly. Fit the CSB brackets (7) to inside of
well tank, locating them in the half etch location points
3. Prior to assembly of the well tank, file small slots in centre recess of the tank base (28),
like rear spacer (3) so that the tab (when folded) on the CSB guide (6) will pass through
the base and can then be removed for painting. If fitting a water scoop, drill holes in the
trunk casting - 0.7mm for stay rods, 0.5mm holes for pivot pin and fit the trunk to the
underside of the top of the rear spacer, pointing forward
4. Assemble well tank sides with spacers (2&3) and tank base (28). Check all is square and
adjust if required. The later front plate (23) can be used as a third hand to hold the front
end of the well tank square during assembly
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5. If fitting a water scoop, mounting brackets (18) should be folded (the fold furthest from the
hole is outside the bend) and fitted where marked on the tank base. Also fit the stay rod
brackets (19) and stay rods from 0.7mm wire
6. Fit bearings to chassis, noting two have a larger cut out to clear the front spacer and fold
tabs. Add two lengths of 0.5mm steel wire and fit wheels. Check running etc.

Photo 4 - Basic well tank and hornguides
Front drag box
7. Fold brake cylinder mounting plate (22 or 23), add angles to gussets (24) and fit to
mounting plate. Note: they are handed with the angled corner being the outer edge, so
you should produce right and left hand version and that one of the angle strips has a hole
to match up with a hole in the mounting plate
8. Fit safety link eyes (50) to underside (the side with a small ½ etch centre line) of lower
dragbox plate (27) and attach to mounting plate, ensuring it is square – the tabs on the
gussets should assist here
9. Fit bracket (17) if fitting a water scoop. This will be fitted to the side opposite the
handbrake, which side the handbrake is fitted will depend on whether the engine is left or
right hand drive. This assembly fits on to locating tabs on the front of the well tank/inner
frames, but not fixed to it.

(17) RHD tenders
Midland & early
LMS

(17) LHD tenders
later LMS

Photo 5 - Underside of front lower dragbox plate
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10. 32FS only – the rear flange of 23 will need trimming to clear inner frames (top plate fits on
top of frames) and both 22/23 should have the top edge trimmed level with the inner
frames to clear wheel flanges
Rear drag box
11. Fold rear flange on top plate (29 or 30) and bottom plate (31 or 32), as well as side flaps
on top plate. Assemble bottom plate (31 or 32) flanges downward to vertical plate (33)
using top plate (29 or 30) and dummy inside frames (35) as a jig. Do not solder these
parts to 29/30/35 yet.
12. Fit top plate (29 or 30) to rear of well tank/hornguide assembly
Inside frames
13. Use the tank mounting brackets (40) as a jig to assemble the frame stay brackets (36) to
the inner frames (34). Make sure you produce one of each hand, not two the same

Photo 6 - Inside frames and lower rear dragbox
14. With front plate/dragbox in position (but not fixed) on well tank assembly, fit front of inner
frames into the slot in front plate and rear into rear dragbox, completing assembly of the
rear drag box (32FS only - fit part dummy frames 35), don’t file off the protruding tabs –
the guard irons fit to these. Finally secure frame stay brackets to well tank assembly

Photo 7 - Well tank, dragboxes and inside frame assembly
15. Form rivets and fit guard irons (two types 8a earlier tenders and 8b later tenders) over
tabs on rear inner frames/dragbox
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Rear buffer beam
16. Rear buffer beam (48) – If required add rivets, either by pressing out the half etch ones or
adding overlay (55)
17. Trial fit rear bufferbeam to rear dragbox and consider fitting buffers before assembly. Due
to the spacing of the outside frames it will be necessary to adjust things to fit and provide
clearance. The actual method will depend on the fittings you are using, there is a half etch
area inside the outside frames to guide in removal of some if needed, however my
method is to file the stem of the buffer body casting to a D shape and either fix the head
with a smaller nut than supplied (i.e. a 10ba nut drilled & tapped 8ba) or drill 0.7mm and
secure with a piece of wire. Complete the outside frames before finally fitting the rear
buffer beam to the dragbox
Outside frames
18. Detail modifications are required on the tank mounting brackets (40) depending on the
type of tender being constructed. The front bracket is etched slightly larger to suit tenders
with 8’ wide platforms (3500 gall built from 1903), The first 10 of the 3500 type (nos.
2898-2907 attached to 3765-74) and all smaller tenders had this bracket the same size as
the others, so 0.2 mm should be removed from the outer and rear edges. For 2950 gal.
(or less) tenders the protruding ½ etch brackets on part 40 should be removed and the ½
etch rivets formed instead.
19. Decide on front buffer beam type (46 or 47) and if required, add rivets, either by pressing
out the half etch ones or adding overlay (53 or 54). Add front buffer pads (49) or (56) if
you have overlay 53 or 54 fitted
20. Outside frames (41), your kit will contain either Long frame slot or Short frame slot type
versions of this part, however, the assembly process is the same unless stated. Press out
required rivets. On the Long frame slot version the position of the rear cross stay varies
dependant on if a scoop is fitted, if no scoop use the front 4 rivet positons, if yes, use the
rear 4
21. There are 3 larger indentations on each side below two small rivets (For brake pin bracket
fitted post ’43 – see photo 1), these are the ends of the brake hangar support rods, you
can leave them as pressed out rivets if you like, but much better to drill 1.0mm and insert
a short piece of wire. Make sure they are flush on the inside or they will catch on the
actual brake hangar support rods
22. Add brake bearings (64) over location circles (rivet top centre). If fitting a scoop, add
scoop bearing on the appropriate side, just above and in front of the brake bearing (rivet
bottom centre) (see ½ etch guide marks on inside of frame). If appropriate (unmodified
Johnson tenders) fit steps (57 & 58)
23. Decide on front dragbox top plate (26 or 45), form rivets for safety link eyes on (45) or add
overlays (50) to top 26, noting the top has a small ½ etch centre line. Fit a 8BA nut over
the drawbar hole
24. Assemble side frames to tank mounting brackets, noting the lettering is on the top and
locate front dragbox upper plate in the slots in the outside frames
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25. Add top frame angle strips (42 or 51) to top of outside frames, the 4 riveted end is the
front. These are very close to some of the rivets on the frames the centre line of the hole
for the rivet (1¼” head) was only 5/8” below the bottom of the angle strip!
26. Use tank well in place in outside frame assembly to guide/support front buffer beam and
fix beam to outside frame assembly. Note on part 46 the hole for the drawbar is to the top
(use part 47 to check if required). Add front bufferbeam angles (43 or 52), noting that the
four rivets are lower on the outer edge (to match the rivets on the outer face of the beam)

Photo 8 - Outside frames (Short frame slot type)
Rear buffer beam (cont.)
27. The rear buffer beam fits to the rear drag box, but it is best to fit buffers and couplings
first, see section 17
28. Fit the rear bufferbeam to the rear drag box. With all parts assembled in the outside
frames and resting upside down on a flat surface the bottom of the buffer beam should
align with the bottom of the flange on the rear dragbox bottom plate. Solder to this flange
using location marks to ensure it is central.
29. To fit rear frame (bufferbeam) angles (44 or 52) temporarily bolt inner frame to tank base
then locate up against the outside frames with the three evenly spaced rivets outward and
the two closest together at the bottom inner edge inward (to match the rivets on the outer
face of the beam). Make sure you only solder them to the rear of the buffer beam
30. 32FS only - You will need to trim the dummy inside frame and a small bit of the lower
dragbox plate to clear the flanges of the rear wheels
Brake gear
31. Laminate and joggle brake crank (2x13) and handbrake crank (2x14). Cut a 41.2mm
piece of 1.6mm rod for the crosshaft, use the outer frames assembly as a jig and thread
the rod through gusset 24, fitting crank 13 centrally, pointing to the rear between the
gussets. The rod should just locate in the ½ etch rebates in the back of the outside
frames. Remove assembly from outside frames
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Photo 9 - Fitting the brake rod
Note – in the photo, the rod is slightly over length and should be trimmed to avoid bowing the
frames, whilst still locating in the recesses
32. Laminate brake hangars (9a or 9b) with brake blocks (10a, 10b or 10c) and fit a short
piece of 1.00mm wire in the centre hole.
33. The brake gear can be made removable by not fixing the brake hangars to the hangar
pins. Cut 3x 40mm lengths of 1.0 wire to form the hangar pins and pass through inside
frames and well tank assembly (photo xx) and fix so that equal amounts of wire protrude
each side. With wheels in place, fit brake hangars so that they clear the treads and the
outer edge aligns with the outer edge of the wheel tyre.
34. Pull rods (11) fit to 3x 39mm lengths of 0.9mm wire fitted to lower hole in the brake
hangars and locate just inboard of the backs of the wheels (outside of hornguides). The
outside distance should be slightly less than the distance over the hornblocks. The front
one, additionally, has the front pull rods (12a long slot or 12b short slot) fitted. These fit
inboard of the main pull rods and against the bottom of the front hornguides (see photo
10), but are best left free until the cranks are in place
35. With the front plate/dragbox assembly in place on the well tank/inner frames the cranks
(15 or 16) can be fitted to the cross shaft. Laminate 2 x crank (15) and fit inboard of pull
rods (12) for long slot tenders or use 2x crank (16) each side of pull rod (12) for short slot
ones. Use the pull rods to set the correct position of the cranks on the shaft and once
happy, secure the pull rods at the brake hangar end. Leave the crank end free to enable
the well tank assemble to be removed for painting
36. Fold up hand brake pull rod (62 Long slot, or 63 short slot) and fit to crank (14) with a
short piece of 0.9mm wire. Long slot tenders with LMS ‘old standard’ tanks fitted also
used pull rod 63
37. Crank 14 fits close to the frames (pull rod goes up through the square hole in the dragbox
plate) on the handbrake side
38. The front plate/dragbox assembly can now be fixed to the outside frames/front buffer
beam, the tank/inner frames should slot in to this and everything held in place one fitted to
the tank
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Photo 10 - Cranks and pull rods (Fowler type, tender for RHD loco)
Scoop gear (if fitted)
39. Make up scoop crank (37) and fit using a 6 mm piece of 1.5 mm wire to bracket 17, it
locates between this bracket and the outside frame, lined up with the square hole in the
front dragbox bottom plate. Scoop pull rod (21) attaches vertically to crank 37, and goes
up through the square hole in the drag box
40. Fold and form scoop lift link (39) and fit to centre crank of balance shaft with 0.7mm wire.
Make sure the longer end is on the same side as bracket 17 when assembled and fit lift
link to scoop front casting with 0.7mm wire
41. Insert balance shaft between scoop shaft mounts (18). Fit scoop front casting to scoop
trunk with 0.7mm wire
42. Fit crank (20) to the inside end of front scoop rod (step 33), a second crank (20) fits on
the scoop balance shaft. The two cranks should be connected with scoop link rod (38),
but in order to provide for the hornblocks, you will have to cut it in to 3! Fix the two ends to
the cranks and the centre section to the outside of the hornguides between the 1 st and 2nd
axles in line with the end sections

Photo 11 - Scoop gear (Long frame slot tender)
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Final details
43. This completes the basic assembly, if using one of our tender tank kits there may be
some specific instructions applicable to that particular tender chassis, so complete the
tank, otherwise fit any remaining cast parts plus steps (57 &58) to long slot tenders. The
bottom step fits flush with the bottom of the frames, the upper step has two half etch ▬ to
locate its lower edge
44. Cross stays (59 or 60/61) can only be fitted after painting as once they are secured you
can’t get the chassis/wheels out. They should be prepared and painted along with the
main chassis and glued in once everything else is completed. Form rivets and fold
mounting point. On long slot tenders laminate 2x (59) to produce the stay, on short slot
tenders note that the front stay has the mounts pointing down, the rear has them pointing
up
45. Dismantle the chassis, thoroughly clean/wash off all flux residues. Once dry, paint in the
livery appropriate to you locomotive. Allow to dry and reassemble, using to 8ba screws to
fix to the tank. Note – on the prototype there was 1/8th” thick leather or wood packing
between the tank mounting brackets and the tank, this is not provided for in the kit
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Parts List
Etch
0.022”
Inner chassis & tank well
1 Tank side & hornblock
2 Front spacer - 32mm kit only
3 Rear spacer - 32 mm kit only
4 Horn block guide
5 hornblock keep
6 CSB guide
7 CSB bracket
8 Guard iron
9 Brake hangar
10 Brake block
11 Pull rod
12 Front pull rod
13 Brake cylinder lever
14 Handbrake lever
15 Pull rod crank - long frame slot
16 Pull rod crank - short frame slot
17 Scoop shaft mount - front
18 Scoop shaft mount - rear
19 Scoop stay rod brackets
20 Scoop crank arm

40
41
42
43
44
45
46
47
48
49
50
64
65
66
67

0.010”
21
22
23
24
25
26
27
28
29
30
31
32
33
34
35
36
37
38
39

Frames & tank mounts
Tank mounting brackets
51
Frame
52
Frame angle – riveted, short frame slot 53
Bufferbeam angle - front
54
Bufferbeam angle - rear
55
Front dragbox (upper) - long frame slot 56
Front bufferbeam 57
Front bufferbeam - late type
58
Rear buffer beam
59
Intermediate buffer pad
60
Safety coupling eye
61
Bearing cover - brake shaft
62
Bearing cover - scoop shaft
63
Front spacer (S7) - S7 kit only
Rear spacer (S7) - S7 kit only
STA909

Scoop pull rod
Brake cylinder mounting plate - long frame slot
Brake cylinder mounting plate - short frame slot
Brake shaft bracket
Brake shaft bracket angle
Front dragbox (upper) - short frame slot
Front dragbox (lower)
Tank base
Rear dragbox top - long frame slot
Rear dragbox top - short frame slot
Rear dragbox bottom - long frame slot
Rear dragbox bottom - short frame slot
Rear dragbox inner plate
Inner frame
Inner frame, rear dragbox part fame/jig
Inner frame stay bracket
Scoop lifting rod
Scoop lever
Scoop lift link

Frame angle - non riveted - Long frame slot
Bufferbeam angle
Front bufferbeam overlay Front bufferbeam overlay - late type
Rear buffer beam overlay
Intermediate buffer pad overlay
Upper step
Lower step
Cross stay - long frame slot
Front cross stay - short frame slot
Rear cross stay - short frame slot
Handbrake pull rod - short frame slot
Handbrake pull rod - long frame slot
Brass hornblocks x6

Available Castings
White metal
STA2bWM
STA2dWM
74776
74775

Scoop trunk
Scoop shaft
Brake cylinder
Axleboxes
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Lost wax brass
STA2c
STA149
STA142
STA147
STA131
STA105
STA107

Scoop front section
Intermediate buffers
Rear buffers (LMS Turton Platt type)
Rear buffers (early LMS type)
Screw couplings
Vacuum pipes
Steam heat pipes
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